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True Value is becoming a whole different
co-op with a totally different attitude.
A co-op that is not afraid to take bold
action. A co-op that knows we must
take bold action and invest to survive
and succeed in a highly competitive
retail environment.
We are a co-op that is focused in every
single thing it does on long-term member
growth and profitability.
We are better together. And we are
building momentum. JOIN US.
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CUSTOMERS

Serving hardware
customers better than
the competition

MEMBERS

Supporting long-term
member growth
and profitability

ASSOCIATES

Helping members train
their associates to be the
best they can be
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TO OUR MEMBERS, SUPPLY PARTNERS AND ASSOCIATES

DEAR TRUE VALUE COLLEAGUES:
We have completed the first full year of executing our long-term
strategic plan to build a stronger, faster growing, more profitable
True Value. It was a year spent doing the hard work required to
drive transformation. We’re proud of the progress we have made
and grateful for the part you’ve played in it.

Transformational change in progress
When we first developed our strategic plan,
we knew the key to a long-term future
was transformational change. This is not
incremental change, with small improvements
here and there. We’re looking to drive
significant improvement across every aspect
of our business, organizing our efforts and
initiatives under three pillars: engagement,
growth and efficiency.
We’re very pleased with the progress we
have made across each of the three pillars.
Not everything went exactly as planned. No
transformation ever does. Our journey together
is still in the early stages, but we’re starting
to see positive momentum. The results are
starting to come.
Investing in the future of True Value
Transformation requires investment. As
planned, this year we made much-needed
investments in True Value’s infrastructure
and capabilities to support member growth
and profitability.

the members and customers of the future.
This reinvestment will last for the next several
years and create an organization for the
next generation.
So, what are we getting so far for our
investment?
• National advertising that far surpasses
past strategies in sophistication and reach.
Our investment is driving real gains in
brand awareness and, more important, for
event program participants it’s delivering
dramatically better sales in promoted items
than non-participants. See page 6 of the
annual report for more detail.

JOHN R. HARTMANN AND
BRENT A. BURGER

We are reinvesting significant resources
to build a better True Value—for today’s
members, today’s customers, and for
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NATIONAL ADVERTISING HAS BEEN POSITIVELY IMPACTING BRAND AWARENESS AND, FOR PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS, SALES.

• Educational support like our new Customer
Service Training Program, which we
developed to help our members teach their
people how to be more effective customer
relationship builders. Read more about it
on page 8.
• Programs like our Customized True Blue
(CTB) assortments and our Every Day
Low Pricing (EDLP) program, to help our
members make sure
their customers find
what they want,
for a price they
like. See page 10
for more detail on
the CTB program.
• An overhaul of our technology and
infrastructure that will drive next-level
efficiency aimed at increasing your margins
and improving the quality of service we
provide you. Our initiatives range from
revamps of our network, applications and
business capabilities to a brand-new,
more user-friendly intranet site, to an
expanded relationship with our partner,
transportation leader Ryder. See page 12 for
the Ryder story.

Positive 2014-2015 performance
During this time of transformation, sales growth
performance has improved significantly.
Between 2005 and 2013, our sales declined.
In 2014 and 2015, the first two years of our
strategic plan, growth averaged 3.5 percent.
And for the five years prior to the start of
our plan, your retail sales growth averaged
less than one percent. In 2014 and 2015, yearover-year retail sales growth has averaged 3.1
percent, with Destination True Value (DTV)
stores averaging 4.75 percent.
It was a solid year for DTV, with members
completing a total of more than 600,000
square feet in remodels during the year just
past, and there’s even more in the pipeline for
2016. This is great news for the co-op, because
DTV works. All our data continues to show that
stores with a modern, relevant format like DTV
grow much faster than non-updated ones.
Another highlight for 2015 was the addition of
380,000 square feet of relevant retail space.
And the best part is, with solid performers
like new co-op member Busy Beaver and new
space using the latest DTV designs, we’re doing
much more than adding space. We’re making
our co-op stronger and better.
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Despite a tough spring season, total gross
billings came in at $2,033,196,000, growing by
2.0 percent over last year on a comparable 52week basis. As we had planned, our net margin
was down, largely due to the considerable
investments we’re making.
THREE-YEAR PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANT
INVESTMENT TO ACCELERATE PERFORMANCE

The results are starting to come. Many of our
investments are already gaining traction. With
your help and continued commitment, we are
building on that momentum to create the kind
of company that we will all be proud to be a
part of.

NET MARGIN
INVESTMENTS

3-YEAR INITIAL
SIGNIFICANT
INVESTMENT

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Sincerely,

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

PROJECTED

We continued to keep our commitment to pay
a consistent cash dividend to our members.
This year’s cash dividend is comparable
to last year, and we expect to continue this
level of cash returns during this period of
heavy reinvestment.
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The best is still ahead
When we first presented this plan to you,
we said it would not be a large binder that
collects dust on a shelf. This strategic plan is a
roadmap for action, and we are taking action.
Bold action. That’s what it takes to drive
transformation.

John R. Hartmann
President and Chief Executive Officer

Brent A. Burger
Chairman of the Board
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2015 FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
We have begun to generate momentum in a year of significant investment in our future, and we
expect to continue to build from here.

GROSS
BILLINGS*

REVENUE*

NET MARGIN

$ IN MILLIONS

$ IN MILLIONS

$ IN MILLIONS

$2,033.2
$1,900.0

$2,014.8

$1,495.0

$1,497.2

$1,411.5
$55.3

$13.2
million
cost

$41.1†

$23.2
million
cost

$19.0‡
2013

2014

2015

2013

2014

2015

*Note: fiscal 2014 figures are based on a 53 week year,
fiscal 2013 and 2015 figures are based on 52 week years

RETAIL SPACE:
MORE/BETTER
With DTV, new stores and
conversions, we’re doing more
than adding retail space. We’re
making the co-op stronger.

~ 1,000,000
Added square feet of
relevant retail space

127
New Stores

63
Conversions

2013

2014

2015

†Including 2014 Strategy Cost
‡Including 2015 Strategy Cost

THE VALUE OF TRUE VALUE
2014

2015

PATRONAGE DIVIDEND/CASH

$20.5

$19.0

PATRONAGE DIVIDEND/NOTES & STOCK

$20.6

0.0

$6.2

$6.1

$35.1

$36.0

DATING & ANTICIPATION

$17.1

$17.9

REUNION SPIFFS/RACKING

$7.5

$7.8

MARKETING REIMBURSEMENTS

$10.9

$10.3

GROWTH CREDITS & LOANS

$33.7

$41.0

$3.6

$5.8

$155.2
8.2%

$143.9
7.5%

$13.2

$23.2

$168.4
8.9%

$167.1
8.8%

($ IN MILLIONS)

INTEREST ON NOTES
PROMOTIONAL DISCOUNTS

PROMOTIONAL FREIGHT
SUBTOTAL
% OF PURCHASES
STRATEGIC INVESTMENT
TOTAL INVESTMENT
% OF PURCHASES
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BUILDING TRUE VALUE BRAND AWARENESS AND SALES

It’s a new world for hardware stores. Shoppers are getting younger.
They’re savvy, they’re motivated, and they need help with their home
projects. And they all have multiple options for where to get it.
We call them the Young Achievers. We’re not going to reach them
with the same old methods. We’re not going to win them over by just
standing around.

BUILDING MOMENTUM, WORKING THE PLAN
ENGAGEMENT

GROWTH

EFFICIENCY

Working together

Growing together

Improving together

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Marketing Analytics
Communication
Vendor Engagement
Education/Training

More Stores
More Remodels
Pricing
Assortment
Productivity

• Brand Awareness
• Omni-Channel
Strategies
• International
Expansion

6

Inventory Productivity
Global Sourcing
Logistics Optimization
Transportation
Infrastructure
Improvements
• Application
Simplification
• Process Improvement

+5%
Retail sales of all items
for participating
stores; non-participating
stores: +1%
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Our Target: The Young Achievers They’re
new home owners in their mid-30s, and they
have lots of projects around the house. This
generation wants quality. They value personal
service. They will spend more with someone
they trust. They’re the Young Achievers, and
we are investing to reach them.
Brand Awareness is Key to Competitive
Advantage We need new customers to know
who we are in order to prove to them that
we’re better than the competition. That’s a key
objective behind the national events program
we launched in 2015.

More Than Awareness—Sales Our television
ads combine brand and price-and-item
elements. The program includes digital video
and radio, targeted email, mobile display
ads and social media, in addition to printed
circulars. The goal: drive awareness AND sales.
Momentum: The Results are Coming In
Our brand awareness rose in 2015, and we
saw increased sales of promoted items and
average transaction amounts for participating
stores. It’s working. And with continued
investment, we can do even better.

+11%

+67%

$33.30

Total 2015 brand
awareness improvement
nationwide over 2014

Brand awareness
improvement among
young achievers

Avg transaction size
that included a promoted
item; avg without a
promoted item: $19.05

Watch True Value ads at
www.youtube.com/user/
TrueValueHardware
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TRAINING FOR STRONGER CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

THAT MAGIC MOMENT

Key “defining moments” create loyalty. For shoppers, a positive
experience happens in a series of moments that occur from the minute
they pull into the parking lot.
We’re helping our members train their people to help create and
participate in those moments.

BUILDING MOMENTUM, WORKING THE PLAN
ENGAGEMENT

GROWTH

EFFICIENCY

Working together

Growing together

Improving together

• Marketing Analytics
• Communication
• Vendor Engagement

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

• Education/Training

8

More Stores
More Remodels
Pricing
Assortment
Productivity
• Brand Awareness
• Omni-Channel
Strategies
• International
Expansion

Inventory Productivity
Global Sourcing
Logistics Optimization
Transportation
Infrastructure
Improvements
• Application
Simplification
• Process Improvement

+
Positive defining
moments draw customers
and create loyalty
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Customer Service Matters Any seasoned
retailer will agree—every sales transaction is
a cycle. Greet, listen, find a solution, close the
sale, complete the transaction. The skill and
attitude of the sales associate in the numerous
“defining moments” during this cycle are
often the difference between a satisfied and
dissatisfied customer.
Store-Focused, Chat-Based Training
The new program is designed to empower
individual store owners and managers, training
them how to teach store associates through a
series of informal “chats.” Each 10-20 minute

chat is formatted to focus on a specific skill
or situation within the sales cycle.
A Different Kind of Program It’s not
e-learning. It’s not classroom based. It happens
in the store. This program is designed to allow
stores to set their own training priorities, give
real examples specific to their stores, role-play
and try out new behaviors and techniques. It
also provides the ability to monitor employee
progress and give constructive feedback. All
to develop or reinforce skills for creating happy
customers and keeping them coming back.

10

PREPARE
DELIVER
IMPLEMENT

1,034

10 initial chat topics, from
greeting a customer to
helping an unhappy one

Store managers are
trained how to prepare,
conduct and follow up on
chat sessions

Number of “chat
certified” store associates
implementing the program
to date
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CUSTOMIZED TRUE VALUE ASSORTMENTS

THEY WANT IT, YOU HAV

The right assortments drive sales. One reason people choose a big
box over the neighborhood hardware store is they think you won’t have
what they need. We’re changing that.
Our new Customized True Blue Assortments take your store size,
geography and demographics into consideration to create assortments
that drive sales and repeat visits.

BUILDING MOMENTUM, WORKING THE PLAN
ENGAGEMENT

GROWTH

EFFICIENCY

Working together

Growing together

Improving together

•
•
•
•

• More Stores
• More Remodels
• Pricing

•
•
•
•
•

Marketing Analytics
Communication
Vendor Engagement
Education/Training

• Assortment
Productivity
• Brand Awareness
• Omni-Channel
Strategies
• International
Expansion
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Inventory Productivity
Global Sourcing
Logistics Optimization
Transportation
Infrastructure
Improvements
• Application
Simplification
• Process Improvement

+6%
Sales increase
in cleaning supplies
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HAVE IT

Your Store, Your Assortments In 2015
we revamped our line review process and
created the Customized True Blue assortment
program—highly flexible assortments designed
to drive increased productivity, product
relevance and sales growth.

Flexible and Cost Effective Customized
True Blue participants buy only what they
need. They also get a free reset and point-ofpurchase materials, and generous markdown
allowances—an easy, efficient and lucrative way
to refresh and upgrade product assortments.

We Do the Research We look at each
store’s size, geographic location and
local demographics to create customized
assortments that are relevant, differentiated
and address specific customer needs.

Momentum: The Start of Something Big We’re
executing the program in a disciplined pilot-andprove methodology, with plans to implement
eventually across all departments. We’ve seen
powerful results from initial roll-outs in cleaning
supplies, builder’s hardware, construction
fasteners and more. This is just the start.

+8%

+22%

+25%

Sales increase
in builder’s hardware

Sales increase in
construction fasteners

Sales increase in
construction hardware
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IMPROVING TRUE VALUE TRANSPORTATION

KEEP ON TRUCKIN’!

Our members need what they need, and they need it when they
need it. Our expanded partnership with transportation leader Ryder
will improve shipping speed, reliability and delivery quality.
Our shipments are hitting the highway in True Value-branded Ryder
trucks to get to you on time and in good shape.

BUILDING MOMENTUM, WORKING THE PLAN
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ENGAGEMENT

GROWTH

EFFICIENCY

Working together

Growing together

Improving together

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Inventory Productivity
• Global Sourcing

Marketing Analytics
Communication
Vendor Engagement
Education/Training

More Stores
More Remodels
Pricing
Assortment
Productivity
• Brand Awareness
• Omni-Channel
Strategies
• International
Expansion

• Logistics Optimization
• Transportation
• Infrastructure
Improvements
• Application
Simplification
• Process Improvement

10/12
10 of 12 distribution centers
converted in 2015
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The Need for Speed To compete effectively,
our members need their orders delivered on
a consistent, timely basis, especially during
the peak spring season. Managing the variable
demands of a transportation fleet is not the
core business of a hardware co-op.
Expanding a 40-Year Partnership Ryder has
supported True Value truck transportation
for decades. It was time to expand the
partnership, more fully leveraging this
transportation leader’s world-class fleet and
expertise to free us to focus our time and

resources on our core objective: accelerate
co-op member growth.
Improving Transportation Reliability and
Quality Ryder’s specialized vehicles, expert
maintenance, fleet optimization software
and tracking/tracing technology will deliver
greater transportation productivity, reliability
and quality.
Momentum: We’re Just Getting Started
Ryder took over management of 10 of our 12
U.S. distribution centers in 2015; the remaining
two are planned for transition in 2016.

+180

79%

95.4%

180 tractors upgraded
in the fleet

79% of our True Value
drivers have been retained

95.4% service level
in 2015
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MEMBER PROFILE

ALTADENA TRUE VALUE
• Location: Altadena, CA
• Owners: the Orlandini family

L to R: Ismael Ramirez, Manager, speaking
with a customer; Anthony Douglas, Assistant
Manager; Owners Jimmy Orlandini and his
parents, Jim and Paula Orlandini

“ PEOPLE APPRECIATE GOOD
SERVICE NOW MORE THAN EVER.”
—JIMMY ORLANDINI, CO-OWNER AND GM

Walk into Jimmy Orlandini’s Altadena

relationship—starts, every time.

A big believer in DTV The store underwent
a much-needed DTV remodel a few years
ago and a DTV expansion last year. “True
Value is great to work with,” says Jimmy.
“All the planning support they provide makes
it so much easier to design and merchandise
a new space.”

A lifetime of hardware retailing Hardware
retailing is in Jimmy Orlandini’s blood. His
grandfather had a hardware store in the 1960s;
his father later took over ownership and joined
the True Value co-op in the 1980s. Jimmy
has worked in hardware since he was a kid.
And today he and his family own and operate
Altadena True Value, named for the town the
store serves just north of Pasadena.

Customers first and always Altadena
True Value’s secret to success? “Our key is
customer service because people appreciate it
more nowadays,” Jimmy says. “I think because
you don’t usually get it when you buy online,
they quickly become loyal when you take care
of them.” And better yet, they tell their friends.
“The ads True Value’s doing are huge,” he says.
“But word of mouth is just as important.”

True Value near Pasadena, CA, and he
guarantees you’ll be greeted immediately by
a smiling associate. He’ll tell you that’s how
a great customer experience—and a loyal

14
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MEMBER PROFILE

TRUE VALUE OF WINFIELD
• Location: Winfield, AL
• Owner: Robbie Nuss

L to R: Bradley Loder, True Value
Merchandising Assortment Consultant;
Colby Vaughn, Store Manager; Robbie Nuss,
store owner; Brad Franks, Sales Associate,
with customer

“ WITH TRUE VALUE, IT’S LIKE
FAMILY.”
—ROBBIE NUSS, OWNER

Robbie Nuss, owner of True Value of
Winfield in Winfield, AL, joined the co-op
a few years ago after being with ACE for
more than 12. Running a hardware store
is his life. He loves it. For him, True Value’s
a much better fit.
A people person in a people business
Talk to Robbie for five minutes and you like
him. He’s that kind of guy. He’s friendly and
down to earth, but you also get a sense that
this is a smart business person who knows
hardware. That’s why everyone loves going
to True Value for what they need. “If they’re
not smilin’ when they come in that door,”
Robbie says, “They better be smilin’ when
they leave.”

16

A big True Value convert When Robbie
switched to True Value, he knew he’d done
the right thing for his business. “I rarely talked
to the other co-op. I talk to my True Value
RC three, four times a week,” he says. “There
hasn’t been one time—after hours, weekends—
when he hasn’t been available. And when he
walks in here, he’s ready to work. He even
helps customers.”
Trust, honesty and teamwork “Teamwork
is very important here,” says Robbie when
asked how he’s been so successful. “We work
together as a family. I trust every one of my
people—they watch over this store like it was
their own business,” he adds with real pride
in his voice. “I get that same family feel from
True Value. That makes a difference. That, and
programs like DTV and Customized True Blue
resets. People come in here and say, Wow!”
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MEMBER PROFILE

BUSY BEAVER BUILDING CENTERS
• Locations across Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia
• Chairman and CEO: Joseph Kallen

“ WE’RE GROWING. TRUE VALUE’S
RIGHT THERE WITH US.”
—JOE KALLEN, CHAIRMAN AND CEO

Owner Joseph Kallen has a vision for
Pittsburgh-based Busy Beaver that combines
a drive to expand aggressively and a passion
for serving the home improvement customer
better than the competition. That’s a vision
we can get behind.
A solid platform for growth Joe Kallen comes
from an investment background, and he knows
how to grow businesses. With 16 locations
across Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia,
Busy Beaver has nothing but potential. The
company just needed the right partner. “True
Value is flexible,” he says. “They’re a great
partner for growth.”
Strengths today In addition to its lumber
and building materials sales, Busy Beaver’s
strongest categories are paint and seasonal,

18

the latter comprising live goods and holiday
merchandise. “A big focus here is to be in
the seasonal business year-round. Christmas,
Halloween… even stink bug season,” Kallen
says. “Across the whole business, we try
to have the deepest assortments, with
competitive pricing. True Value’s been very
supportive of that.”
Vision for tomorrow “We’re adding one more
store this year, but I can envision a 1,000 store
count, not just 17,” Joe says. How to get there?
“Through our strategic pillars—expansion,
enhancement and engagement—and great
service. We have successfully implemented
a ‘W.E. C.A.R.E.’ customer service pledge,
requiring that every associate understand,
internalize and implement it. What True Value
brings to the table aligns perfectly with what
we’re doing.”

TRUE VALUE 2015 ANNUAL REPORT
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Back row, standing: Mark Bertok, Director of Operations, Unit 1;
Mike Slobodnik, Vice President of Merchandising and Development;
middle row, standing: Joseph Kallen, Chairman and CEO; Steven
Derr, Marketing Director; sitting: Nick DeMao, Vice President of
Administration/CFO; Bill Lane, Director of Operations, Unit 2
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MEMBER PROFILE

GORHAM’S
• Location: Hamilton, Bermuda
• CEO: Andrew Mackay

“ WE‘RE A TRUE ONE-STOP SHOP.”
—DREW MACKAY, CEO

Located on the island of Bermuda, Gorham’s
is led by CEO Andrew “Drew” Mackay, who
believes in constant change and fun. His
success is evident and his enthusiasm is
contagious. The kind of person True Value
loves to work with.
Competing on a small island Gorham’s has
been in Bermuda since the 1930s, today
operating in 40,000 square-foot lumber,
hardware and outdoor center. There is plenty
of competition on this island of 50,000
people, including another big-name hardware
brand. How does Gorham’s compete? “We’re
truly a one-stop shop,” says Mackay.

20

Anything and everything Drew tells us True
Value fasteners and Master Mechanic® power
tools are strong sellers. But he doesn’t stop
there. “Bermudians love to shop,” he says.
“And being on an island, that includes online.
So we started a special order desk at the
store. We don’t mind if you shop overseas.
We’ll bring it in for you.” Furniture, appliances,
anything that will fit in a container, Gorham’s
will order it, handle customs paperwork,
unload and deliver it.
Always evolving—and having fun “We never
stop evolving. We re-merchandise the store
every 18 months,” states Drew. And the key to
customer service? “When you come to work,
come to have fun. Customers enjoy that. And
they come back.”
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L to R: R.C. Farrington, Building Materials Manager;
Henry Durham, General Manager; Andrew Mackay, CEO
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SUPPLIER PROFILE

WEBER-STEPHEN PRODUCTS
• Location: Worldwide
• CEO: Tom Koos

L to R: Art Krug, Sales Agent, SKKR, and
Tom Wenke, SVP, National Hardware
Cooperatives - Americas Weber-Stephen
Products with Tom Koos, CEO, Weber;
Weber manufacturing facility

“ ONE BIG THING WE HAVE IN
COMMON: CONSUMERS TRUST US.”
—TOM KOOS, CEO

Weber CEO Tom Koos is proud to say what
contributed to winning Supplier of Year
honors for the second time in three years—
great product, marketing and service. But
you hear real excitement in his voice when he
talks about our future together.
Some things don’t change Ask Weber CEO
Tom Koos about retail trends and he might
surprise you with his answer. “Whatever
the latest trends are, trust still matters,” he
says. “It starts with Weber products and
quality, and True Value service and customer
commitment. If we ever lose sight of that, we’ll
both fail.” Tom continues, “We’ve actually
bucked some trends. Instead of chasing lowcost labor overseas, we’re proud that we still
manufacture 85 percent of our products here
in the U.S.A. People care about that.”
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Listen first Weber has a full array of
sophisticated, trend-relevant tools to support
the True Value retailer. But according to Tom,
it all starts with something far simpler. “We
listen,” he says. “Go to the stores. Talk to the
owner/manager. The associates on the floor.
Find out what we can do better. How can we
help grow the business?”
The best is ahead “We’re really excited
about this award,” Tom says. Then, alluding
to Weber’s new product pipeline, he adds,
“And you don’t even know what’s coming!”
The defining moment in this great, 64-year
relationship? The Weber CEO’s answer is
equally enthusiastic: “I hope we haven’t
seen it yet.”
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John Caspar, Caspar True Value, Lake Zurich, IL, (far right)
with his Weber merchandising team of Lisa Ryan, Weber
Executive Vice-President of Operations, and Dennis Flanagan,
Vice-President, Weber
TRUE VALUE 2015 ANNUAL REPORT
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WHEN OUR MEMBERS W
WE’RE B
Everything our associates do, they do to support
member success.

EVERYTHING.

who deeply believe in the independent
hardware store.

We’re a group of people as diverse and

We give you the tools and support you need

passionate about retail success as the co-op

to succeed. We’re just around the corner,

members we serve. We’re the people who

around the country and around the world.

stand behind our retailers. We’re people

We’re passionate. Focused. Driven to make
the difference for you.

We in Retail Support are always
available and willing to assist.
Call us!

I put myself in your shoes to help
you do more than you thought you
could accomplish!

—Phaylecia Williams, Senior Retail
Support Rep

—Jackie Recchia, Retail Consultant
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It’s my job to make sure we have
the right product, in the right
quantities, at the right time, for
you!
—Ken Milleville, Inventory Manager
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We
and
you

—Ca
Bu

S WIN, WE ALL WIN.
E BETTER TOGETHER!

e

We’re here to give you all the tools
and business info you need to make
your store “the best in town!”
—Carlos Velez, Senior Analyst,
Business Intelligence

As merchants, we’re focused on
your sales and profitability. Let us
help you compete and grow your
business!

I want Membersonline to be an
essential tool for you. What we
do today can improve all our
tomorrows!

—Heath Ashenfelter, Divisional Vice President,
Merchandising

—Shivani Arnand, Senior Business Analyst (IT)
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TRUE VALUE ASSOCIATES

2015 PRESIDENT’S AWARD
What’s the power behind our momentum?
The passion and performance of our
people, working for member success.
The 2015 True Value President’s
Award recognizes some of our best.

Each year we present the President’s Award
to True Value associates and project teams
who best exemplify our values and attain
the highest levels of excellence. The
award recognizes stellar performance
across 11 categories, shown below.

CUSTOMER FIRST

FIELD ASSOCIATE
OF THE YEAR

Finalists:
Donna Courchesne
Susan Radde

Finalists:
Marty Bailey

Bob Weismann

David Brockman

Emergency Response
Team

Mark O’Neal

Ryder Transition

Winner:
Bill Tinker

Bill Tinker

My True Value – A New
Customer Experience

TOP RDC

Winners:
Bob Weismann

Finalists:
Cleveland

Ryder Transition
DRIVEN TO SUCCEED

RETAIL FOCUS

MERCHANDISING
DEPARTMENT

Finalists:
Steve Burns

Finalists:
Mark O’Neal

International Team

Brett Weyers

Finalists:
Farm, Ranch, Auto & Pet

Retail Workbench

EDLP

Hardware

True Value Paint
True Value Rewards

Winner:
EDLP

Winners:
Steve Burns

STEWARDSHIP

International Team
LEADERSHIP
Finalists:
Kelly Beilman
Denny Bratkovich
Gabriel Perez
Winner:
Denny Bratkovich

Finalists:
Fall Stewardship
Campaign
Fish Tank Challenge
Winner:
Fall Stewardship
Campaign
Fish Tank Challenge
PRODUCT MERCHANT
Finalists:
Courtney Clay

Lawn & Garden
Lumber & Building
Materials
Winner:
Farm, Ranch, Auto & Pet
FIELD MANAGER
OF THE YEAR

Kingman
Springfield
Winner:
Cleveland
PRESIDENT’S AWARD
OF DISTINCTION
Winner:
Lori Birkey for My True
Value – A New
Customer Experience
and Culture Change
Training

Finalists:
Jason Blair
Russ Brown
Frank Butler
Mike Meikle
Winner:
Russ Brown

Jennifer Niehoff
Jon Patkowa
Winner:
Courtney Clay
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A GROWING RELATIONSHIP FOR STRONGER COMMUNITIES

NEXT LEVEL: BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS
In 2015, the True Value Foundation took its
35-year partnership with the Boys & Girls
Club of Chicago to the next level with a fiveyear $1.5 million grant to the newly renamed
True Value Boys & Girls Club—in addition to
a growing national relationship and a whole
lot of fresh paint.
The True Value Boys and Girls Club The name
is new, but the commitment is not—the club
has been serving Chicago’s Lawndale and
Little Village neighborhoods since 1956. Made
possible through the generous support of
True Value suppliers and associates, the fiveyear $1.5 million grant will provide next-level
support for expanded after-school programs
that further the club’s mission. Multiplying the
grant’s impact, True Value associates also give
their time as volunteers.

Laura Ambriz, Boys & Girls Clubs of Chicago
2015 Youth of the Year

A budding national partnership In 2014,
True Value Foundation announced plans to
take the longtime local relationship national
to facilitate active involvement of True Value
retailers in their local Boys & Girls Clubs. Local
clubs offer many opportunities for True Value
retailers to support their communities, including
mentoring, donating supplies for after-school
programs, staff involvement in fundraisers and
much more. In addition to providing a great
community support opportunity to local True
Value retailers, national scope offers another
benefit: It maximizes our collective impact.
Better together!
Painting a Brighter Future expands to BGCA
We have expanded our Painting a Brighter
Future program beyond assisting schools in
need to also help refresh Boys & Girls Clubs
across the country. In 2015 alone, nearly 140
True Value retailers provided thousands of
gallons in free paint grants to refresh more
than 1.5 million square feet of classroom
and club space.

Ribbon cutting ceremony at the True Value Boys & Girls Club on Sept. 16, 2015 in Chicago, Illinois
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THE BEST HARDWARE STORE IN TOWN AWARDS, 2015

THE POWER BEHIND OUR

2015 WINNERS:
Belgrade True Value
Belgrade, MT

Murdale True Value
Carbondale, IL

Bryant’s True Value Home Center
Oakhurst, CA

Nelson Agri-Center True Value
Viroqua, WI

Colmar Home Center
Margate City, NJ

Sawyer’s True Value
The Dalles, OR

Grafton True Value Hardware
Grafton, VA

Smith True Value Hardware
& Rental
Eunice, LA

Handyman True Value Hardware
Florissant, MO
Howard’s True Value
Glendale, AZ

Stevenson Hardware
Ransomville, NY
True Value Home Center
Mystic, CT
True Value Kuwait
Kuwait City, Kuwait

2015 OVERALL WINNER
Hugh Durham, True Value Home Center
Mystic, Connecticut
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OUR MOMENTUM
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Kathleen Guion

James Waters

Austin, Texas 7,8*

Salina, Kan.1,6,7

Richard George

M. Shân Atkins

Elmhurst, Ill. 2,6,7˚

Long Grove, Ill. 6*,7

John Hartmann

Jared Littmann

Chicago, Ill. 3˚

Annapolis, Md.1,8

Delray Beach, Fla. 2,8

Brent Burger

Gregory Josefowicz

Oakland, Maine.1,4˚

Fennville, Mich. 2,5˚

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Deborah O’Connor

John Hartmann

Jean Saelens

Tim Mills

Senior Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

President and
Chief Executive Officer

Vice President and
Corporate Controller

Eric Lane

Barbara Wagner

Blake Fohl

Vice President, Specialty
Businesses

Vice President,
Corporate Treasurer
and Chief Risk Officer

Senior Vice President
Marketing and
Chief Customer Officer

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Alan Bryant
Oakhurst, Calif.1,8

Brian Webb
Neenah, Wis.1,7*

Thomas Markert

COMPANY
OFFICERS

Senior Vice President,
Growth

Rosalee Hermens
Senior Vice President and
Chief Information Officer

Cathy Anderson
Senior Vice President,
Human Resources,
General Counsel and
Secretary

Director Designations
1 Store Owner
2 Outside Director
3 President &
		 Chief Executive Officer
4 Board Chair
5 Board Vice-Chair
Board Committees
6 Audit Committee
7 Compensation
		 Committee
8 Corporate Governance
		 Committee
* Committee Chair
˚ Executive Committee

Abhinav Shukla
Senior Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer
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Retail Support Center
8600 West Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60631-3505
773.695.5000
truevaluecompany.com
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